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A/ Comprehension/Interpretation: 

Activity 1: - Reorder the following ideas according to the text.[0,75] 

  a)  People's complaint. 3 

  b) Lack of food and medicine supplies  .1  

  c) Army’s help and citizens' solidarity.2   

Activity 2: Are these sentences true or false? [2pts [ 

  a) People didn't suffer from diseases.  false 

  b) All the people returned home. false 

  c) Soldiers helped the victims of the disaster. true 

  d) Muhammad swam through floodwaters to look for supplies. true 

Activity 3: Who/what do the underlined words refer to in the text?[0,75] 

         1–he (1§) = Nuraini   2-he (2§) = Muhammed saifudin 3- them (3§) = People who left they homes 

Activity 4: In which paragraph is it mentioned that weather forecast  had already warned people  

before the disaster  happened[0.5] 

Activity 5: Answer the following questions according to the text.[3pts] 

a) -What caused skin disease and Malaria? Poor hygiene 

b) - Whom did the soldiers deliver instant noodles and rice to? To people who stayed in the upper floor 

c) - Why did the citizens blame the authorities? For not warning them  
 

B/ Text Exploration: (7pts) 

       Activity 1: a- Find in the text words that are closest in meaning to the following [0,5]  

         Calamity (§3) catastrophe                                    illness (§1) disease   

       Activity 2: Complete the following chart [1pt]      

                Verb              Noun             Adjective            Adverb 

            to increase           Increase             increasing          Increasingly  

            To surprise            Surprise              Surprising          surprisingly 
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          Activity 3:  Express the sentences differently. [2pts] 

1) a-He asked:” what did this catastrophe cause?” 

   b- He asked what that catastrophe had caused 

 2  (a- He added:” did your relatives come to help you?” 

      b- He added if their relatives had come to help 

 Activity: 4 complete sentence b so that it means the same as sentence a[0,5] 
       

1) a- During an earthquake you shouldn’t take the lift. 

        b-. During an earthquake you had better not take the lifts. 

   2) a- Pollution has changed our climate. 

       b- Our climate has been changed by pollution 

 Activity 5: Mark the right intonation on the words in bold type below: [1pt] 

If all our natural resources are used up, what will power our cars, planes, buses and trains? 

Activity 6:  reorder the following sentences to get a coherent paragraph[1pt] 

  a- They arrived at once and evacuated the inhabitants of the building. 4 

  b- Fortunately everybody was safe. 6 

  c- as he was lying in his bad. 2 

  d- and fought the flames for fifteen minutes. 5 

  e- He immediately called the fire men. 3 

  f- John noticed the fire in the building. 1 

Activity 6: - Circle the silent letters in the following words. [1pt] 

Harm / high   / island / know. 
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